WHY?
2015 AND BEYOND

- Health Is a development agenda
- 2015 landmark year
- SHARE our journeys to attain the MDGs by 2015
- LEARN and get on track
- JOINTLY FORGE A ROADMAP  Beyond 2015
Focus

4 specific areas of focus for sustaining development momentum:

• enhancing equity,
• enabling greater voice and participation of citizens, including youth;
• confronting environmental pressures; and
• managing demographic change.
RELOOK INTO REPORT CARDS
SCOPE & OPPORTUNITIES

- CALL FOR - Coordinated action plans
- CREATE - new institutions which can facilitate regional integration and cooperation
- CONVENE partners—governments, civil society and multinationals—to share experiences - facilitating learning and capacity building.
- CHART the way forward harnessing the wealth of knowledge, expertise, and thinking
COMMITMENTS

GREATER EQUITY IN:
• HEALTH OUTCOMES ?
• ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE ?
• CHANGES IN THE DRIVERS OF HEALTH INEQUITY ?
COMMITMENTS

• ENVIRONMENTS LINKED TO HEALTH & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - Environmental sustainability

• CLIMATE CHANGE & POPULATION HEALTH
LEARNING FROM THE PAST & PRESENT, BUILDING THE FUTURE

Greater role in:

• POLICY ADVOCACY & INFLUENCE?